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In R. E. Solazzi, J. Algebra 21 (1972), 91-102, the automorphisms of the 
symplectic congruence groups and their corresponding projective groups were 
found over any integral domain, in dimensions greater than four. The purpose 
of this paper is to determine these automorphisms in dimension four. In charac- 
teristic not 2 the automorphisms of the projective congruence groups have the 
same characterization as in the previous paper; they are determined -my trans- 
formation by a symplectic semisimilitude. This is Theorem 2.5. The remaining 
sections of this paper deal with exceptional automorphisms of the congruence 
groups that do not preserve transvections and which can occur with four- 
dimensional congruence groups in characteristic 2. 
In a previous paper [4], I determined the automorphisms of the symplectic 
congruence groups and the projective congruence groups over any integral 
domain in dimensions greater than four. This work was later extended to the 
isomorphisms between the congruence groups by ahn [I], again in dimensions 
greater than four. In the present paper I treat the four-dimensional case, In 
dimension four and characteristic not two, it turns out an automorphism of the 
projective congruence group preserves all projective transvections and applica- 
tion of the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry then yields the same 
characterization of the automorphisms as in [4]; i.e., every automorphism of a 
projective congruence group has the familiar form &, with g a symplectic 
semisimilitude (Theorem 2.5). The proof given here, ahhough mainly of interest 
in the four-dimensional case, applies equally well in higher dimensions and 
rovides a shorter and more conceptual proof than the original one of [4$ 
Now suppose the base field F has characteristic 2. In dimension four, the 
automorphism problem is considerably more involved; for example, when .F 
is perfect it is known by Chevalley group methods that L@,(P) has a graph 
automorphism z which does not preserve transvections. In Section 3 we extend 
work of O’Meara [2] to show in characteristic 2 and dimension 4 that the auko- 
morphisms of a symplectic congruence group which preserve transvections form 
a subgroup of index at most two in the full automorphism group. Xn fact 
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(Theorem 3.7) we show this for any subgroup G of Sp,(V) which has doubly 
enough transvections in the sense that for each line L of V, G contains two 
nontrivial transvcctions with proper lint L. 
Finally in Section 5, assume F has characteristic two, that o is an integral 
domain with quotient field F, that a is a nonzero idcal in o and M an o-mod& 
with a symplectic base. Then we show if every clement of a is the square of an 
element of a, there is an automorphism n of the congrucncc group Sp,(M; a) 
which does not preserve transvections; it then follows every automorphism fl of 
S~~(dw a) has the form 
A = A, or A = Ag”n- 
for some symplectic scmisimilitude g. 
1. PRELIMINARIE:S 
Let (x, y) be a nonsingular alternating bilinear form on an n-dimensional 
vector space V over field F of characteristic x(F). The isometry group of (s, y) is 
denoted Sp,( V), or simply Sp( V), and the quotient of Q(V) by its ccntcr & 1 
is denoted PSp(V). W!e let (T 14 C? be the natural map of S’p( U) onto PSp( V). 
For any subspacc W of V, let Wx denote the orthogonal complement of W. For 
c E Sp( V), P and R arc the fixed and residual spaces of c, 
P = kernel(u -- I), R =: (c -- ])V z p*. 
Whenever a u E Sp( V) is under discussion, the letters P and R will denote, 
respectively, the fixed and residual spaces of (T. Similarly we associate Pi and Hi 
with any ci E Sp( V). An element o E Sp( V) is called a plane rotation if R is a 
hyperbolic plant, i.e., a nonsingular plane. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose n 2 4 and 0, z are commuting elements of PSp( V) such 
that (r 1 H* -I: l,, for some hyperbolicplane H. If n - 4 suppose u is not an involutory 
plane rotation. Then u und Z commute. 
Proof. If n > 4, or if n F= 4 and 0 is not a plane rotation, the hypotheses 
imply dim P > n I 2. Then [4, 2.21 applies to show UZ = 20. 
So suppose n = 4 and 0 is a noninvolutory plant rotation. We may assume 
x(F) -1 2, and must show the equation u = --L&Z r is impossible. Assume this 
equation holds; then u 1 ZP = - - lzP . Therefore P n ,U’ :# 0, for otherwise 
V L= P 0 z1P and ui) = 1. Choosing 0 + x E P n ,?P, we set x =-r-- x. This 
contradicts x(P) =/ 2. Q.E.D. 
A tramsvection I- is an clement of SL(V) fixing pointwise a hyperplanc H; if 
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7 # 1, then (T - 1) V is a line L with L C El. We cali L and pi the proper spices 
of the transvection 7. Let A be a subgroup of GL(V); we say A has enogb 
t~~~sve~tio~§ if for each line L of V there is a nontrivial transvection in with 
proper line L. We say A is fulZ of transvections if for each lineZ and hyperplane H 
of V witkL C H there is a nontrivial transvection in A with proper spaces E G AT 
As in 131, for any subset X of GL( V) we use C,(X) to denote the centralizer of X 
in 6L( V), and use RL,( V), or simply RL(V), to denote the scalar transformations 
of GE(V). For any group X, DX will denote the commutator subgroup. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let A be a subgroup of G&(V) with elaoqh ty~?~svect~~~s. 
Suppose A contains at least two distinct nontrivial transvections z&ii the sxme 
residual line. Then C,(DA) = RI;,(V). 
PYOO~. Since n = 2 the hypotheses imply A is full of transvections, so (2) of 
[3> Lemma 5.2.9] applies. Q.E.D. 
We say an element rS of PSp(V) . is a p 1 t ro’ec ive transvection if one of 0 or -0 
is a transvection. It is easily seen 0 and -o cannot be distinct transvections, so 
the proper spaces of a projective transvection are well defined. As in [4], a 
subgroup G of PSp( V> is said to have enough projective transvectims if for each, 
line L of V there is a nontrivial projective transvection in G with proper line ~5.. 
If T is a transvection in Q(V) it is well known there exists a E V and h EP 
such that 
T(X) = To,&x) = x + X(a, x) . a, ‘dXEV. 
Conversely, each 7a,n is a transvection in S?(V). It is straightforward to show if 
7n,n =# ? and u E Sp( v), then CT and T,,~ commute if and only if oa = $a. In 
particular, two nontrivial symplectic transvections commute if and oniy if their 
lines are orthogonal. The following proposition is then easily proved. 
PROPOSXTION 1.3. Let n > 2. The pfodurt of two ~~~zco~~ut~~g sp$bctk 
transvections 71 , 72 with proper lines L, , L, is a ~o~i~v~~~to~~ plme rotation with 
residual space L, I- L2 . 
Now apply 1.3. 
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DEFINITION. An element 6 in PSp( V) is hyperbolic if (ox, x) = 0 for all x in Y. 
This is well defined. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Suppose 5 E PSp( V) is hyperbolic. Then 2 = I. 
PYOOf. vx, y E V, 0 = (ax + uy, x + y) = (ax, y) + (uy, x) = (02X, uy) - 
(% my). 
Thus (u2x - x, V) = 0, and u2 = 1. Q.E.D. 
2. AUTOMORPHISMS WHICH PRESERVE TRANSVECTIONS 
DEFINITION. Let G be a subgroup of PSp(V). We say G has doubly enough 
(projective) transvections if for each line L of V there are two distinct nontrivial 
projective transvections in G with line L. 
In 2.1 through 2.3, set 
A =(uESP(V)IGEG), 
and for a subset X of A or of G, let C(X) denote, respectively, C,(X) or C,(X). 
As in [4], for any subspace W of V, set 
E(W) =(uEA IRCW). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let n > 4. Suppose G is a subgroup of PSp( V) with doubly 
enough transvections. Let u E A be a nontrivial transvection OY a noninvolutory 
plane rotation. Then CDC(G) = E(R). 
Proof. Let H be a hyperbolic plane of P. For each line L of H choose distinct 
nontrivial transvections 71, , 7L’ ’ n-r A with proper line L, and let A, be the sub- 
group of Sp,(H) generated by all the rr. / H and rL’ / H. Then A, has enough 
transvections and contains at least two distinct transvections with the same 
residual line. By 1.2, C&DA,) = RL(H). 
Let zi E CDC(cT), and L and K be two nonorthogonal lines of H. By Lemma 1.4, 
q~ = rL(rK~;%;;l) has residual space Hand is not an involution. Clearly q~ E DC(O) 
since L and K are in P. So q E DC(O). Thus z and 9 must commute, so .Z and y 
commute by 1.1. In particular ZH = H. Now l,, @ A, C A, and 
1,rp 0 DA, _C D(lH* @ A,) C DC(a), 
for o centralizes lH* 0 A, since H _C P. So ,?? must centralize lH* @ DA, L 
DC(G). By 1.1, Z centralizes all elements of 1 H* @ DA, which are not involutory 
plane rotations. But 2H = H, so Z clearly also centralizes all involutory plane 
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rotations in III* @ DA, . So .Z centralizes IHa @ Dd, and hence Z j M centralizes 
DA,. We saw C&DA,) = N,(H), so L; j I% = *I,. Since P is the linear sum of 
its hyperbolic planes, 2 j P = +l, . So 2 E E(R). Thus CDC(6) C E(R). 
Conversely suppose first 0 is a nontrivial transvection with line Fa = 
2” E DC’(G) then 2~ = &?, and so ZTO = aZ since c is a transvection. Thus 
.Za = &a, and therefore .Z centralizes E(R). Thus c CDC(ti). 
Finally let c” be a noninvolutory plan- c rotation” Then by 14, 3.11, E(R) L 
ax(a). Thus 
since C(o) = C(O) by 1.1. QED. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let n > 4 and 0 t A. Thea Ch)C(G) is Abe&an ij cr is a 
?zontriviaE transvection, and CDC( -) . o zs non-Abe&m if u is a ~on~~vo~~t~~~ plane 
rotation. 
Proqf. If G is a transvection, R is a line and E(R) is clearly Abeiian. If 0 is a 
noninvoiutory plane rotation, R is a hyperbolic plane and we can choose t-70 
nontrivial projective transvections in E(R) with nonorthogonal proper lines; 
thus E(R) is non-Abelian. QED. 
PRoPosITroN 2.3. Let n > 4 and 6 be a subgroup of PSp(V) with doubly 
enough tmnsvectiom. Let A be an automo~phis~ of G and 0 E G a plojEcti@e 
transvectioon. IfAG is not hyperbolic, then Aii is a projective tranwectioom, 
f%oof. We can assume 0 written so ci E A is a nontrivial transvection with 
line L. Let z = /le. Pick a E V with (.Z’a, a) # 0. Let 7’ = 7n,h be a nontrivial 
transvection in A with line Fa, and set A.? = T. Since (Za, a) f 0, L&Pa) f Fa, 
and [4, 2.11 implies i: and T2-lT-r do not commute. Thus CT and v++ do not 
commute. Set f = cm+~-~, h = .E?FT-l, R, = L +- 1(L), R = Z(FQ.) -;- Fa. 
By 1.3, f and h are noninvolutoty plane rotations with residual spaces R, and 32. 
respectively. Application of 2. I shows 0 E E(R,) = CDC( () and 2 E CD?(K) = 
E(R). So we can assume the residual space of 2 is a line or is the hyperbolic 
plane R. 
Suppose 2 has residual space R. If x(F) = 2, then J? f 1 since in charac- 
teristic two involutions have totally degenerate residual spaces; if x(P) =# 2, 
the transvection 6 is not an involution and again Z2 f 4. Thus 2.2 implies 
CLK’(~) is non-Abelian while CDG(6) is Abelian, a contradiction 
So Z has residual space a line and is a transvection. Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION. A semilinear isomorphism g of Y onto Y is called a symplectic 
semisimilitude if 
where h is a nonzero scalar in F independent of x and y, and p is the field auto- 
morphism of g. 
By [4, 4.21, a semilinear isomorphism g of V onto V is a symplectic semi- 
similitude if and only if 
(%Y) = 0 * (&%gy) =0, v%yE v. 
As in [4], for a symplectic semisimilitude~ of Y define an automorphism R, of 
SP(V bY 
47f4 = g@, VP E Sp( V) 
and an automorphism /r, of PSp(V) by 
If AJG) = G, we also denote by Ag the restriction of & to G. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a subgroup of PSp(V) with enough projective 
transvections. Let Y denote all projective transvections in G; we say an auto- 
morphism n of G p~zrves ~~~~~ect~~~ if A(Y) = Y. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let n > 4 and G be a st.tbgn?up of Peps with ~ongh 
pyoje~tive t~a~ect~o~. An ~~to~orp~is~ A of G preserves t~a~ve~tio~ if and 
only if A = dg for some symplectic se~~~si~~~~tude g of V. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check any automorphism of G of the form 
il g preserves transvections. Conversely, if (1 preserves transvections then a 
standard application of the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry as in 
[4, p. 991 shows fl = Ag for a symplectic semisimilitude g. Q.E.D. 
TI-IEO~M 2.5. Let n >, 4, x(F) # 2, and G be a subgroup of PSp,(V) with 
enough projective transvections. If A is an automorphism of G, then A = A!ig for 
some symplectic semisimilitude g of V. 
Proof. First observe that projective traasvections are not involutions since 
x(F) + 2. So G has doubly enough transvections. Let C? E G be any nontrivial 
transvection; since e is not an involution, A6 is not hyperbolic by 1.5. So rla is a 
projective transvection by 2.3. Similarly A-% is a projective transvection. Now 
apply 2.4. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let n > 4, x(F) # 2, and S be a subgigroup of Sp,(V) with 
enough transvections. If A is an automwphism of S, there is a ~y~p~ect~c semi- 
~‘mi~itude g of V and a ~omom~phism x of S into 5 i wch that 
3. THE AUTOMORPKISMS IX CHARKTBRISTXC 2 
The characterization of the automorphisms given in Theorem 2.5 does not 
hold generally in characteristic 2 and dimension 4, If .F is perfect of charac- 
teristic two, Sp,(F) is isomorphic to the adjoint Chevalley group B,(F) which has 
a graph a~tomorphism [5, p. IS?] that does not preserve transvections. 
~roughout this section we will assume that x(F) = 2 and G is a subgroup of 
~~~(~) with doubly enough transvections. Our goal is to prove when a = 4 
that the antomorphisms of G which preserve transvections are a subgroup of 
index at most two in the full automorphism group of G’. We begin by reviewing 
some facts on involutions in characteristic 2. 
The Sdex of an involution CF E Sp,(V), denoted ind 0; is defined by 
ind u = dim R, 
where as usual R is the residual space of G. Since x(F) = 2, it follows the residuaf 
space of an ~nvolntion is contained in its fixed space and that the ~~vo~~t~o~s of 
index 1 are precisely the nontrivial transvections. 
If X _C G, we denote C,(X) by C(X). 
Proofs Assume R, $ RI . Then .FI $ PS ~ so choose a line 6, in PI not in PS 
and let T E G be a nontrivial transvection with line L. Then pi’ E C’(q) but 
-2. I w3, so C(3) Q f?%). 
TEEQREM 3.2. Let n 2 4 and A be an ~~torno~?~~~~rn of G. &ppose there i.s a 
nontrivial tmnwection crI E G such that Au, is a transaection. Then .A ppese~ve.~ 
dransaections. 
Proof. Let ~a E G be an arbitrary nontrivia? transvection. Consideration of 
A-’ shows we need only prove ACT, is a transvection. 
Suppose (R, , R,) # 8. By 1.4, 51 and ~~a;%~’ do not commute and 
D = 01cs$J4 cTz -’ P-P is a non~~~,o~utory plane rotation v&h residual space R = W, + 
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By 2.1, ~a E E(R) = CDC(a). For i = 1, 2, put Zi = Aai and let Ri’ denote the 
residual space of Zi . Since 4 and css(~~ -%$ do not commute, the transvections Zi 
and ,YaZrrZ;r do not commute, and by 1.3, .Z = ZrZa.Z~,-‘.Z;’ is a noninvolutory 
plane rotation with residual space the hyperbolic plane R’ = R,’ + &(R,‘). 
By 2.1, Za E CDC(Z) = E(R). Clearly Za cannot have residual space the hyper- 
bolic plane R’ since ,Zs is an involution and x(F) = 2. So Za is a transvection. 
If (RI, R,) = 0, choose a line R, not in Ii,* v R,* and let us E G be a non- 
trivial transvection with line R, . Apply the result of the previous paragraph 
twice. Q.E.D. 
The next two propositions are proved exactly as in [2,4.21,4.25], respectively. 
(Note in [2] the proper spaces of an involution u are denoted PC N instead 
of our R _C P.) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let n = 4. Ijc u1 and oz are hyperbolic involutions of index 2 
in G with R, = R, thelz C(oJ = C(a,). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let n = 4. If o1 and o2 are commuting involutions of index 2 
in G then RI IT R, # 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose G is a subgroup of Sp,(V) with doubly enough trans- 
vections. Let JT be the set of involutions of indk 1 in G and Z the hyperbolic 
involutions of index 2 in 6. If A is an automorphism of G that does not preserve 
transvections, then 
AF==A? and A2ff=~. 
Proof. Consideration of A-l shows it is enough to prove A9 _C&? and 
A&?29-. 
Let CJ E Y. By 3.2, Aa is not a transvection, so Aa must be hyperbolic by 2.3. 
Thus AT~z?. 
Let g E 2. Put Au = CT’ and choose lines L, , L, with L, + L, = R. Let 
or , (~a be nontrivial transvections in G with lines L, , L, , respectively, and put 
Aoi = us’, i = 1, 2. Since R is totally degenerate, or and c2 commute, so gl’ and 
‘~a’ are commuting hyperbolic involutions of index 2. So R,’ n R,’ # 0 by 3.4. 
Let Rs’ be a line in RI’ n R,’ and ~a’ E G be a nontrivial transvection with line 
Rs’; put Ao, = r~a’. By 3.2, u3 is not a transvection, so a, is hyperbolic by 2.3, and 
clearly ind ua = 2. Our choice of R,’ shows aa’ commutes with (pi’ and Us’, so 
aa commutes with a, and c2 . Hence L, + L, C Pa , and it follows R = P3 = R, . 
By 3.3, C(a) = C(a,). So C(a’) = C(aa’) and R’ = R,’ by 3.1. Thus R’ is a line, 
and AX CF. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If A, and A, are automorphisms of G that do not preserve 
transvections, then A,A, preserves transvections. 
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4. CONGRUENCE Gxooa~s 
Throughout this section the characteristic of F is arbitrary, and o denotes an 
integral domain properly contained in F with quotient field ;f;. Reeail any tw-c; 
bases of a free module over a cornrn~~~t~ve ring have the same c~rd~ua~i~ and 
this common cardinality is called the dimension of the free module. We call an 
n-module 1% ~0~~~~~ if there is an o-linear rnon~rn~~~~~srn of M into a F,nite- 
dimensional free o-module. An o-module M contained in Is is said tn be OK? 
Y if.@&! = V. For the rest of this section M denotes a bounded o-module on ‘k’, 
where as usual Y is a regular n-dimensional alternating space over F. 
The integral general linear group G&(M) and the integral sympiectic group 
Sp,(M) are defined by 
and TSp,(iW) is the group generated by all transve~t~~~$ in S&(iWJ 
Next let a be a nonzero ideal in D. The symplectic congruence group Sp,(M; a) 
is defined b- : 
and TA&(M; a), S&(M; a) are normal subgroups of kpP,jM), The projective 
congruence groups PS‘,(M7 a) and PTSp,(M; Q) are the images in 
SpJMil; a) and TSp,(M, a), respectively, under the - map. 
.Pmof. ,“Ls in [4, Proposition 5.11. 
In particular, PTSp,(lM; a) and PSp,(n/a, Q) h ave doubly enough transvections 
and we have the following automorphism theorem for the symplectic congruence 
pUpS. 
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(i) ;f the characteristic is not 2, every automoFphism fl of s has the form 
A = &, for some symplectic semisimilitude g of V; 
(ii) if the characteristic is not 2, every automorphism A of S has the form 
whme g is a symplectic semisimilitude of V and x is a homomorphism of S into &I 
(iii) If the characteristic is 2 and n > 6, every automorphism A of S has the 
form A = &for some symplectic semisimilitude g of V. 
(iv) If the characteristic is 2 and n = 4, the automorphisms of S of the form 
A, aye a subgroup of the full automorphism group of S of index at most 2. 
Proof. To prove (i), apply 2.5 and 4.1. Then (ii) is an immediate corollary to 
(i), and (iii) has been proved in [4, Proposition 5.21. Finally (iv) follow-s from 2.4 
and 3.6. Q.E.D. 
Now we look at the matrix interpretation of the congruence groups. 
Let M be free with base x, ,..., x, and A = ((xi, xj)) be the matrix of the 
alternating form (x, y) in the base {xi}. If u E G&(V) has matrix X in the base 
{xi} of V, then u is in Sp,( V) if and only if tXAX = A; and the isomorphism of 
GL,( V) onto CL,(F) determined by the base {q> carries the transformation groups 
GLztM), SPrk(Wa SP?z(M; a> 
onto the matrix groups 
GL,(o) = {X E GL,(F) / X and X-r have entries in 01, 
Sp,(o, A) = {X E GL,(o) 1 tXAX = A}, 
Sp,(o, a, A) = {X E Sp,(o, A) I X = I (mod a)), 
respectively. 
In particular, suppose {xi> is a symplectic base for M; i.e., a base of M in which 
the matrix ((q , xj>) of the alternating form is the standard alternating matrix 
’ 
2r = n. 
We then simply write 
SPnn(O, =%,) = SP,(O), SP,(O, 0, En) = SP,(O, a), 
and call S&(o) the standard symplectic group of o and Spr(o, a) the standard 
symplectic congruence group of a. 
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defined over IT2 (i.e., by means of Fo~ynomia~ equations with coefficients in 
sUch that v clots not map transvections to transvectinns, and 9 is induced by the 
Frobenius map cd :+ 2 0f.F. We shall see under suitable conditions on the ideaj. kc 
that the restriction of T to the congruence group Sp,(o, a) g;ields an automorphism 
of Sp4(i3, a) which does not preserve transvections. 
The existeace of P- is well known (cf. [S-T’]); h owever, we include the foll~wi~~~ 
(i!(x) is just the matrix of Pliicker coordinates of an arbitrary totally degenerate 
plane in F4.j Let A = (M(X) j x EP), and put 
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Proof. (1) Computation shows 
uM(x)ut = M@x), Vu E Sp,(F, A), Vx EF~. 
(The fact ~~(~~u~ E & is just an expression of the fact CT maps totally degenerate 
planes to totally degenerate planes. Then it is only necessary to compute the 
(1,2), (1,3), (2,4), and (3,4) terms of oM(x)&. Terms involving (c+c+  CQLY#/~ 
drop out because (T is symplectic.) 
(2) Since M(Ix) = IM(x)lt = M(X), and 
~f(~~~) = (OjfJJ ~(X)(U~US)~ z)= u~(ua~(x) (72”) CFrt 
= CT$q5~X) ul* = M(+?,x), 
we have I” = I and G, = is,&s . Thus Q H 6 is a homomorphism of SP, onto 
some group G of matrices. For A EF, let 
1 a 
1 
‘a(3 = 
I 1 
-~, 
1 
1 
T-f(X) = ?$A)“, 
1 h 
1 
Q(X) = [ 1 I_-, 1 x 1 
1 x 
1 a 
t,(h) = I __~ 1 ’ 1 
1 
F.&) = T&t)+. 
The matrices of these eight types generate Sp, [S, pp. 29Q-2911. Calculation 
shows for i = 41, 42, that 
qa) = F<(h), ~(a} = Ti(P)* 
Since the Y<(A) and 7$(P) lie in SP, , G C SP, , so o H C? maps SP, into itself. 
Also 
7&i) = T&P) and 4(h) = ;ii(P), 
hence the square of the endomorphism D -+ ii agrees on a set of generators with 
the Frobenius map. Q.E.D. 
Being defined over Fs , the endomorphism r will send Sp4(o, a) into itself. 
Since & is the Frobenius map, v is manic, and 7~ sends SpJo, a) onto itself if and 
only if every eiement of a is the square of an element of a. Thus if M is a four- 
dimensional free o-module on V possessing a symplectic base, there is a.2 
automorphism (again denoted T) of Sp,(M; a) which does not preserve trans- 
sections. Then applying (iv) of Theorem 4.2, -GE obtaixl 
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